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Valuation of supplier ch · f 01ce actors by Australian shippers 

Professor Marcus Wigan 
Transport Research Institute 
Napier University, Edinburgh 

Abstract 

Valuing the tradeoffs between reliabilit d 1 . . . . . 
a valuable element for the assessmeni' f fh ay, c?st and time m transit provides public authont1es w!th 
infrastructure projects. A stated prefere~ e we,~ht to be attached to freight transport movements m 
valuations of transit time for three differe ~e expenmen~ ~n Australian shippers provides new 
technique covering tradeoffs between tim: types of 1.og1.~t1c movements using a stated preference 
the survey is specified and compared to E ' cost, rehab1hty and damage. The segmentation structure of 
full loads, metropolitan full loads and mulr~ropean results, and models were estimated for intercapital 
effectiveness ~f this technique on the tran

1
s r~~ urban deliveries. ~he ~ppr~priateness an_d . 

chains is considered, and hypotheses put f~rwa~ompo~e~t alone m highly mte~rated lo~1st1cal supply 
groups. Initial work has been done on such d. for similar surveys focussed m such industry 

. . group. the automotive industry in Australia. 
Keywords: time valuation, Australia, stated p i . . . 

re erence, rehab1hty, damage, cost, shipper choice 

Introduction 

Australia has a large and efficient road transport infra . . . 
There are three distinctive types of movement 

O 
eratttr~cture with a substantial rail complem~nt. .. 

(which are typically 1000km apart); metro full lotd sin o~ long haul, generally _between ~he maJor ?'ties 
1 ya major role in transport assessment d g . dr~p and metro mult1drop. Freight benefits 

pa nent of the traffic flow. Valuatio ·f~n roa_d des1g~ is often determined by the freigh! vehicle 
compo b ns O ravel time are important and the valuation of freight 
movemen~ per se c~n e usefu_l, ra~her than simply the use of driver' wage. There have been a number 
of evaluations of freight travel tim~ m Europe using stated preference methods but these results are 
the first to be reported for Australia. , 

Valuing the ti_me spent in tran~it for individual items or loads of freight is an element that is omitted by 
most ~-valuations and economic a~sessments of transport proposals and policies in Australia. Time, 
reliability and da~age factors are important to both shippers and receivers, but do not appear directly 
in vehicle ?peratmg costs and person travel times. Consequently benefits generated by improvements 
from road investment and traffic management may be understated and expenditure decisions biased 
towards passenger _mov~ment~. The present paper applies contextual Stated Preference methods and 
the associat~d mul~momial l~git models ~o estimate the value of these factors from an Australian 
survey of freight ~h1ppers using road fre1ghJ transport in 1998. This was a first exploration of the 
subject, and th~ field wor~ w~s com~l_eted. m 1998 on what was largely an opportunity sample of 43 
people resp?ns1ble f~r sh1pp1~g dec1s1_ons m operational companies. A value of $1.40/hour per pallet 
for metropolitan mult1drop freight services was found and the results have proved to be sufficiently 
useful for a large seal~ st~dy to b~ unde~ak~n. This larger study was focused on the automo!ive 
industry. Th~ automot1_ve industry 1s a maJ~r industrial complex in Australia, and has a very_ wide range 
of organisations, loca!1o~s ~nd types_ o~ fre1gh~ ~nd logistic movements within its scope. This sector 
has special charactenst1cs m Australia m_ that 1t 1s a very tightly linked monopsony, and cou_nter . 
intuitive results may b~ expecte~ from this context. The analysis is still in process of reporting as this 
paper is written, but will be pubhc by September for the Conference. 

Frameworks for freight modeling 

Freight modeling ha_s proyed to b~ considerably more difficult and complicated than pa~senger_ 
modeling. The task itself 1s complicated, and 'freight' is also subject to continuously variable shipment 
and categorisation changes. Commodities can be shipped in a wide range of quantities and packages, 
and the prediction of truck or train wagon movements from even an accurate knowledge of commodity 
flows is not straightforward. Approaching freight movements from an economic standpoint leads to 
regional input-output matrices, and flows of monetary value, and these values in turn have to be 
converted into commodity flows, and then again packages and/or truck or wagon loads. Taking the 
view that shippers simply wish to have a shipment move for one place to another allows many of these 
detailed modeling complexities to be bypassed. Model choices, transhipment consolidation and 
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repack~ging are all transparent to an approach which seeks to model carrier decisions b d 
generalised attributes . ase on 

Previous work 

!he investigation of choice structures for freight shippers has Ion histor in · 
is only comp~r.ativel~ recently that this has been systemat ically s(ud ied c!n a f~~~~ a~d _research , but it 
a mode-spec1f1c basis . The significance of this work is in the value that it dd og1st1cs rather than 
evaluation of road . rail and intermodal trans ort ro·ects . can a to the economic 
evaluat~ the value time of freight in movemint b~ t~e dri~;~ere rn the past the practice has been to 
cost of inventory holding on the other. wage rate on the one hand or by the time 

Both approaches have their strengths b t · b th · · 
estab lished can have a major impact ~n ~h~nre~ulti~~~!i~~~ caonndtetxhte~1_tht1n which _the values are 

,r 1n erpretat,on 
Fo_r example the tradeoffs between reliability , delays dama e and . · 
co 1nc1de betwe~n shippers and receivers - or even betwee; drivert:n~pt~rt _cost will not neccessar ily 
case the domain for choice is different and the sco e n _e,r management. In each 

~~f;~·
1 
atnd even the ability to accept 0 ~ reject a choice ~~t~fs~~~~~~ ~~:=~~:~es than c~n be c_hanged 
a er . are considered ,n more 

European work sh d k f · . 
d I owe ey actors in EU shipper choice are reliablt d 
tr::iiff~~~:~e(~~hJongfet al. , ~992 , ~e Jong , 1996) used stated ;:i~r:::g~~~~~~ otf service and 
f ese actors in continental Europe having f t t . s o assess the 
. or each of these variables . Fowkes (Fowkes et al 1991 F k,rs es abl1shed realistic average va lues 
issues and appro h . ·· , ow es and Toner 199B) . 

ac es using a dynamically adaptive computer based ad . . ' . examined similar 
The importa . ministration approach 
similar . nee of the context is a specific issue raised in the present . 
1995) e~ud1es do~e in different contexts include Fridstroem and Madsie~~~~ ~xamples of broadly 
(W . amrned differences between own-account and third rt . . n stroem and Madslein 

sw:~:~ c1:::~ t~~i;)a _rad~teristics of freight shipment choiceti~ r~;:r~
1
::~~1;:~~n , aEnd ~estin I 

and , in 1cated that there were strong mode T en . arlrer work in 
freq~~~~y(~;!~ fr; ;01~bstantial fraction of the suppliers app~~~~~,~~. p;l~~~i;~~:or both rail (20%) 
Stochastic model i, o ~as an ~v~rall v~ lue. Reliability, travel time and cost were ~verage damage 
but the basic d ts ave . een built including sh rinkage , damage and lead time (All a so ass_essed. 

a a on which these could be built in Austra lia are still wanti en and Liu, 1993) , 
The common factors ft' · ·. ng. 
and provide o ,me , cost. rellab1l1ty and damage expectations recurre . 
modes a common set for the assessment of generalized su lier . . d ,n ~ range of studies, 
Austroa~~e(~ or modal _ comb ination s adopted for any specific cai: Th::z1s1ons without reference to 
Author" . . ustroad~ ,s a cooperative organisation jointl owned . were used for the 
attribut1!,~:1':a~~stral1a) studies used here as the exampl~ for Ause~1!:~ fr:fgrts' ha_nd State ~?ad 

ns. 1pper decision 

Australian stud d . 
Y esign and sample frame issues 

Freight movement . . . . 
infrastructure s a~e cnt,cal in A~s~ralla, and a basic underpinnin of a w· 
inventory co tnd m~rnte~ance ~ec1s1ons. The valuation of freight m~vem ide range of transport 
shrinkage a~d sd~f fre1gh~ in_ tr~ns,t . or val uatio ns of the other factors import:~f thas ~ot always included 
Which may we ll mage lrm1tat1on - the sum of which leads to an implied v I _o sh1ppe_rs - such as 
driver . Recent e~~ceed the commonly used valuation frameworks related ~ut~t,on of freight in transit 
resu lt. Distinguishinence from the Uk (Fowkes et al., 2001 (forthcoming )) has. e wage rate of the 
transport is the sole g between for -hire and own account trucks in particular is1ndeed fo_und su.ch a 
the hour (Kawam mode under study , as the rates have found to be hi h also desirable , if road 
Where it is soughtu;a , 2000) . Howeve r such factors are not quite so real, ~r for companies that pay by 
Au t O use on ly mode-independent attributes I Y incorporated in studies 

s roads has u ndert k . . 
author for the pilot staa e.n a senes of projects to address this area and 
been_ complet ed and ge is used _as the example later in the presen't the analysis by the present 
Deta iled results ~ shows distinct logistics and supply chain int P~per. As second stage has now 
the LRN meeting ~~ :~~ebcted t<:> have been approved for presenta~:act,ons ~f considerable interest. 

rn urgh 1n ear ly September . ion and discussion by the date of 
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Th_e objectives of the first round (Wigan et a l., 1998) of the recent Aus tral ian prowam o~ freight . 
~hipper choice modeling were to assess what might be an appropr iate the valuation of t1r:ie for_ freight 
in trans it - predom inant ly but not exp licitly by road - as a bas is for impro ved road (and rail) pr?Ject 
evaluation and to determine if a contextual stated preference approach was likely to be effective . 

A four factor orthogonal SP design was used. and the average values determ ined from the ini~ia( 
skirmish interv iews and reviewed in consultation with experienced Aus tral ian sh ippin g and log1st1cs 
execut ives .. 

Field work initially established that the key variables of concern to the sample of 43 sh ippers , spread 
across all types of Australian organisat ions and scales. were indeed the same as found by de Jong 
(de Jong , 1996) and Jiang (Jiang et al.. 1999) : namel y the likelihood of damage, the cost of the 
shipment , the form of packaging used for shipping (such as pallets ) the delays that might be 
encountered and the reliability of the arrival time. Jiang et al found that for the French firms contacted, 
while quest ions of the likelihood of damage were responded to , very few shippers wou ld respond to 
questio ns of transportation cost and time, for competitive reasons. 

As reliab ility and damage are terms not easily defined in a cons istent manner , and read ily interpreted 
differently by different parties , the definitions sought from and given by the Austra lian supp liers were 
used. 

Reliability: the portion of the designated delivery that was late . 

Damage : the portion of the desig nated delivery that was not accepted by the receiver on the grounds 
of damage in trans it. 

The response rates finally achieved from the respondents were very high indeed. This was due in part 
to the use of a snowball sample , using forward references and recommendations from supplier s who 
had been app roached . briefed and dec ided to participate in the work and in part due to the use of 
highly regarded ex-operational logistics managers as the direct interface for the interviews and 
meetings required. This sample frame is clearly not a regular or consistent sample from the popul ation 
of shippers , but better sample frames have not proved to obtain good response rates and thus 
introduce their own response biases. One of the objectives of this stage of the work was to identify 
what indeed comprised an appropriate sample frame , and what characteristics would be most 
appropr iate for stratification . This particular objective was only partially met. 

The sensitivity to time and cost data was overcome by the approach used, with respected sen ior 
freight and logistics executives being used as consultants. The considerable cost involved in this 
approach to personal contact led to very high response rates indeed, and good qua lity data . 

The issues surrounding the pilot survey of 43 firms were therefore largely restricted to ~he . . 
character istics of the samp le frame used. The snowball approach produced a substant ial d1~ers1ty of 
industries and organisat ional types and scales of operation , but - as in the case of most freight 
surveys _ the strength of the sample fame is unclear even when drawn from an appare ntly val id base . 
The Austral ian Census o'. Manufacturing : for e~~~ple, does not pick ?ut any more than the 
manufactu ring firms: retail and commercial act1v1t1es are not covered in the same way. 

Freight and shipping decis ions are spread across all types of organisation , and a random sam~le of all 
anisations leads to quest ions of spatial specialisation in a country such as Austral ia. Austral ia . ~:~ds to use samples of vehicles to measure fre ight flow, which covers tonnage reasonab.ly _well, but 1s 

h ily biased towards interstate movements . For example , the Australian Bureau of Stat1st1cs (ABS) 
S e~e of Motor Vehicle Use (Australian Bureau of Statistics , 2001 ) found that for 12 months e_nded_ 31 

0 
u t b~r 2000, 60% of all passenger vehicle travel was within the capital city of the state of reg1strat1on 
c 

0
pared to only 18% of articulated truck travel. The ABS uses articulated veh icles as the sampl~ f0

~e for the national freight and commodity flow surveys now in progress . The weaknesses of this 
:~o ice, especially for urban freight , a~e discu~sed elsewhere (Wigan and Rackliffe ,_ 1998) : If 
commodity f lows are used a_s the basis of freight s~rveys, then considerable effort ,~ required to 

nvert these flows into vehicle movements (Rockl1ffe et al., 1998). Clearly the choice of sample frame 
~~II be different depending on exactly what issues are being addressed . 

Total logist ics is concerned more with the facto rs_ determining the attributes that determine or influence 
the shipment choices made , rather than the details of the modes or transhipm ents used . In a large 
number of cases these aspects are not transpa rent to the shipper . as much of the ·overnight airfreight ' 
between some of the Austral ian state capi tals is still carried by road or rail, as this can ensure early 
morning delivery for many appropr iate shipments by non-air modes . 
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Total logistics impacts 

As distinct from purely transport assessments, least cost is not neccessarily the determining factor in 
overall logistics . This is made most evident in a number of integrated manufacturing and distribution 
n~tworks , where the advantages of consolidated warehousing and timed deliveries can sustain a 
higher transport cost yet an overall drop in total logistics cost. 

This effe ct can apply for both single firms and for industries as a whole if sufficiently coordinated . In 
Australia some of the ~ult i~enterprise manufacturing networks are very well integrated across the 
cont1~ent. The automotive industry is perhaps the prime example . However the approach adopted for 
the pilot Austroads study assumes that the attributes of time, cost , delay and damage are all 
applicable to the shipper decision process. 

The a_utomotive component manufacturers in Australia are in some cases dealing with what are 
effectively _monopsony buyers, and therefore have substantial control of their suppliers markets. The 
concentration on the transport component alone of such a large-scale total logistic network could 
therefo _re produce some interesting effects that would not be evident from a broader range of 
industries . 

The ma_nufacturing process requires very tight control of shipment delivery timings (a distinct from 
!rans1_t times ), and many of the suppliers are also placed in the position of being price takers . One way 
In which this c_ould show up in an SP study would be by a reduced sensitivity to travel time and also to 
cost. ~ut_ the t1g~ter_ the logistical integration of the different organisations linked by the shipments the 
supplier 1s considering , the more that time is taken to be unimportant and reliab ility of delivery 
enhanced . If t1m1ngs cannot be met then the opportunity to compete at all on price is unavailable as a 
th_resh~ld effect applies in a buyer controlled market ensuring that only these meeting timing sta~dards 
will be 1n the competition pool for the business in the first place. The effect on travel time valuation is 
to red_~ce the values likely to be obtained from SP experiments , and increase the weight applied to 
reliability . However , the relative weight of tim ing and cost is also in question and so it still needs to be 
tested in the field. ' 

The second phase of the Austroads project covered a much larger sample of firms , this time drawn 
from the auto industr y sector as a whole . This gave a wide variation in size, scale , type and commodity 
concern - but also provided an opportunity to assess the impact of any monopsony buyer or total 
logistics effects on shipper decisions . As this paper is written, it is too early to comment on the results. 
However the questions posed are important for transport evaluation practice . 

If travel time valuations fall in this second phase, or become less reliable , due to these a effects then 
what valuations should be used for transport investment? Are there different ways in which the SP 
approach could be framed to address the issues appropriately? 

Time savings leading to more efficient operation of the transport segment of the logistic chain will still 
represent real resources , and real opportunities for community cost reduction . However the decision 
processes involved in determining what weights should be applied to different shipment attributes will 
no longer coincide with the economic resources committed . 

If t~e results from the second phase work show any of the hypothesized effects , then the means by 
whi~h transport improvements are valued will have to be assessed at least in part from a total logistics 
~~sis, and _not solely from the_transport compone _nt. Commodity flow and sh_ipment genera!ion rates 
tran~eep this argument _mode independent) will still be need~~ , and fo'.ec~sting t~e gr~wth ,n the 
of port component will now need to include a counter-intu1t1ve contr1but1on which arises from the use 

non least-cost routings as a contribution to lower overall logistics cost. 

First stage survey 

The segmentation 
initial work b approach used for the freight market was therefore a key issue , not only for the 
parts food' udt ablso for the second phase. The first phase selected organization from the automotive 

. · an everage b ·1d· · similar freight t s, ui ing materials and packaging industries . All those surveyed reported 
This homage r~te~ p_er pallet and required similar transport requirements for reliability and damage . 
here as probtei Y _is important, as other aspects of the sample frame have already been identified 
goods ; high a~~~tic. De Jong (~e Jong e! al. , 1995) segmented further : by unfinished and finished 

ow value density, and high and low time sensitivity long and short haul. 
Austra lia can be br di h . ' . 
separated by 1 ~-a Y c aractensed as comprising a small number of major conurbations , 

ong istances. Consequently there are three major different types of movement: 
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• lntercap(tal FTL (full tru~k load) describes a common kind of consignment in Australia : a fully 
laden a~1culated truck taking pallets on a (typically) overnight run between Melbourne and Sydney 
or Adelaide_. Norn:ally these runs are from plant to plant. or plant to warehouse . On arrival the 
goods go directly into stock, hence time-sensitivity was not expected to be as high as. for 
example, multidrop shipments (see below). 

• Metropolitan FTL describes another common kind of consignment: a fully laden articulated truck 
transporting loaded pallets within Melbourne . These runs are also normall y from plant to plant or 
plant to warehouse for stock, usually during the day. 

• Metropolitan _Multidrnp is also very common within urban areas ; usually involving a rigid truck or 
light commercial vehicle and many drops . The consignment may consist of pallets of parcels . and 
genera_lly occur from plant to wholesaler, retailer or service outlets . The goods are often required 
1mmed1ately, hence time-sensitivity was expected to be high. 

A total 43 firms were interviewed, all of whom completed three sets of SP trials one for each of the 
segments defined above (IFTL, MFTL, MMDP). The high response rate was th~ direct result of the use 
of respected industry logistics personnel to interview and brief the respondents . All respondents 
completed all three, yielding 129 responses from 43 respondents. 

Results 

The NLOGIT module of LIMDEP7 (Greene , 1997) was used to analyse the results for both linear and 
non-linear models. 

Table I: S ummar y results for linear attribute models 

Segment Freight Time Reliability Damage Pseudo R 
Rate/Pallet 

lnterCapital (FTL) 
Coefficient -0.100 *** -0.066 * -25.6 *** -497 ** * 0.51 
Standard Error 0.014 0.031 2.9 48 
Metropolitan (FTL) 
Coefficient -0.298 *** -0.401 *** -37.1 *** -545 *** 0.56 
Standard Error 0.054 0.110 3.4 52 
Metropolitan MultiDroP (MMDP) 
Coefficient -0.177 *** -0 .244 * -34.9 *** -479 *** 0.52 
Standard Error 0.049 0.102 3.2 49 
* p<0.05; *** p <0.001 

The pseudo R2 values were all around 0.5, which is partially explained by the serial correlation 
induced by the administration method , but still remains a good result. The linear model provided 
coefficients in the expected directions , and which were statistically significant for each coefficient in all 
segments . Table 2 presents these values in terms of cost. 

Table 2: Freight Travel Time: Implicit Unit Values (in 1998 $ AUD) 

Segment 
lnterCapital FTL 
Urban FTL 
Metropolitan Multidrop Deliveries 

Conclusions 

Freight Travel Time 
$0.66 Pallet/hr 
$1.30 Pallet/hr 
$1.40 Delivery/hr 

Reliability 
$2.56 Per 1 % reduction 
$1.25 Per 1 % reduction 
$1.97 Per 1 % reduction 

Damage 
$49 .70 Per 1% reduction 
$18.29 Per 1% reduction 
$27 .06 Per 1% reduction 

These results are the first available for freight choice valuation in Australia , and have a reasonable 
accordance with expectation. They indicate that intercapital movements are th~ least se_nsitive to 
travel time and the most sensitive to timing (ie reliability) and damage and Mult1drop deliveries are the 
most sensitive to time . A larger sample (forthcoming in the stage 2 results soon becoming available ) 
will be necessary to identify any total logistics effects . 

These findings provide a useful basis for reassessing the values associated with freight transport 
evaluation in Australia , but must await comparison with the results of stage 2 to determine if the 
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impact of total logistics effects are yet apparent. Even if they do emerge, the values presented here 
provide a lower limit to the appropriate values to adopt. These stage 2 results ar~ expected to be 
available for presentation and discussion at the Edinburgh Logistics Conference m September. 
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